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this comparison is based on data provided by dell
itself, and it has its limitations. while full details are
available for the xps 15, due to it being currently

available to order, the same cannot be said for the
xps 17, as dell has yet to offer a complete

specification list ahead of its mid-june release if you
want to download any video or music files, you
need to install a video player and audio player.
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each of them has different features. for example, to
play a movie or a song, you need to download and
install an audio or video player that can play the

files. windows 10 comes with a lot of built-in apps.
from the windows store, you can download any
apps that you want. and each app has different
features. so, you need to learn about each app

before you can use it. dell xps 15 9560 is equipped
with an intel core i7-9750h processor, geforce

rtx3060 6gb gddr6, dual displayport, and a 15.6
inch 4k (3840 x 2160 pixel) fhd lcd display with 500
nit antiglare finish and a 60hz refresh rate. it has an
intel core i7-9750h processor, an nvidia geforce rtx

3060 graphics card, 32gb ddr4 ram, 256gb pcie
nvme ssd, and windows 10 home. dell xps 15 9550

has a 15.6 inch 4k (3840 x 2160 pixel) fhd led-
backlit screen, uses an intel core i7-9750h

processor, geforce rtx3060 6gb gddr6, dual display
port, and a 15.6 inch 4k (3840 x 2160 pixel) fhd led-

backlit screen with 500 nit anti-glare finish and a
60hz refresh rate. dell xps 13 9360 has a 13.3 inch
fhd 1920 x 1200 pixel display, uses an intel core
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i5-9600k processor, geforce rtx2060 8gb gddr6,
intel vpro, usb type-c, thunderbolt 3, and a 13.3

inch fhd 1920 x 1200 pixel display with anti-glare
finish and a 60hz refresh rate.
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